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CO2 has the pleasure to presents a project by Marianna Vecellio, invited for the 
curatorial cycle of the gallery. 
 
The show revolves around the science-fiction imaginary of the writer Guido Morselli 
(Bologna, 1912 - Verona, 1973) whose books were published posthumously from 
1973, the year of his suicide. 
 
Among these, Dissipatio H.G. (H.G. stands for Humani Generis), written in the year of 
his death, is perhaps the most representative. 
The book tells the story of a man who, after a suicide attempt, discovers to be the 
only one survivor of the disappearance of the human species, literally evaporated. 
The author’s style, his modern way of writing, the choice of settings and the story of 
humans’ vanishing, becomes a starting point for a reflection about the possibility of 
reconstruction of new, formal and conceptual languages, which can analyze a wider 
dimension of time and space. 
 
The title 'To Meggy Weiss Lo Surdo, Happy Hours' appears in the first pages of the 
book. It is an engraving read by the protagonist on an old pocket watch - a remontoire 
- that has been left in the street by a woman, evaporated as the whole of humanity. 
 
Massimo Grimaldi, David Horvitz, Renato Leotta, Michelangelo Pistoletto, Magali 
Reus and Santo Tolone present old and new works, chosen according to the strict 
relevance to the overall interpretation of the project. 
 
On May 31 a performance by Massimo Grimaldi will close the show. 
 
After the opening, the second round of Carsico, a musical project takes place in a 
private location, with a playlist by David Horvitz and dj sets by special guests. 
 

 
Marianna Vecellio is an art historian. Independent curator and critic, she has curated 
solo and group exhibitions such as Andres Serrano's Via Crucis, WonderHolland and 
Vacant Community. Since 2007 she is curator at Castello di Rivoli Museum of 
Contemporary Art, where she organizes exhibitions and publications, including 
projects like Massimo Grimaldi - Before The Images, monographs on John 
McCracken and Luigi Ontani.  
She is member of the Public Art Commission of the City of Turin since 2009, and she 
works with various art magazines. 
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